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Click here to explore the Spa in 3D

Simply, navigate yourself using the circular floor markers and click on the colour circular hotspots for more details.
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                        Embrace well-being, ‘the state of being comfortable, healthy, or happy’. A space for all occasions, guests can swim, shop, eat and drink.

Indoor Swimming Pool (17m) 
Natural waters from the grounds at Rudding Park filtered through an ultraviolet system to provide crystal clear water.

Juniper Log Sauna 
A juniper log wall provides natural aromas for the sauna, and offers direct access to the outdoors for fresh air following the thermal experience. Juniper essential oil promotes and improves blood circulation, helps overcome fatigue, removes toxins from the body and can relax muscle cramps.

Bucket Shower
Step outside and invigorate yourself with ice cold water from the bucket shower

Mud Rasul 
A traditional Moorish mud treatment experience, which takes place in a private space for two to four guests per session.

Retail Therapy 
A ‘must visit’ for a selection of spa, home, travel and gift items.

Nail and Beauty Studio 
The perfect solution for a shape and polish, a complete nail overhaul or makeup to ensure you look your best from top to toe. Brands include Jessica nail product range and Mii makeup.

Horto Cafe 
Stay in your robe and relax with a drink or bite to eat

View Spa Days
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                        The Escape Zone is a peaceful, serene space for guests having a treatment.

11 Treatment Rooms including 1 VIP Room with feature Copper Bath and 1 Spray Tan Room

Escape Zone 
Guests who book a 50 minute treatment in the Treatment Rooms can also use the Escape Zone Zones to enhance wellness of mind, body and soul.

VISUAL 
Relax and absorb scenes of lapping waves, wildflower meadows and breathtaking mountainscapes on the video mood wall.  Perfect for: Groups. Chill out on low, soft leather seating and swing chair.

RELAX 
Rest in this space designed for complete peace, quiet and deep relaxation  Perfect for: Individuals. Large lounger beds.

AUDIO 
Centre mind and body listening to meditation and sound healing tracks through personal headsets. Perfect for: Individuals or couples. Booth seating.

MIND 
Exercise the mind with puzzles. Reach a state of mindfulness with mandala colouring therapy or lose yourself in a good book from our literary wall. Perfect for: Everyone. Individual reading chairs and bench seating.

View Spa Days
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                        The Roof Top Spa is a social space to enjoy the range of hydrotherapy and thermal experiences.

Hydrotherapy Infinity Pool (11m) 
The indoor-outdoor infinity edge pool offers views of the gardens as you experience the hydrotherapy massage journey (foot volcano, leg and back massage, swan neck massage). The thermal waters and therapeutic water pressure help relax muscles, increase blood circulation, and relieve muscular pain and tension. Relax on submerged air loungers and take in the fresh air. Underwater lighting enhances night time bathing under the stars.

Panoramic Sauna 
A dry heat environment to help rid the body of toxins. With essence that changes with the seasons such as birch blossom in spring and rose petal in summer, the open aspect of the panoramic sauna provides a sense of space with a view to the gardens framing the giant redwood tree.

Tepidarium
Essence from herbs, inspired by those grown in Rudding Park Kitchen Garden, infuses with steam onto the feature copper tray to stimulate the senses. Radiant heat emits whilst aromas such as lavender and euka-menthol are infused to allow you to absorb their vapour and benefit from their cleansing and calming properties.

Luxury Steam Room 
The mosaic dome with starlight ceiling provides a cocoon as steam helps clear impurities from the skin, increases metabolism, improves breathing and alleviates congestion. Seating provides a sense of personal space for maximum comfort and relaxation.

Relaxing Foot Spa 
The foot spa enhances blood circulation. Alternate between warm and cold waters for the full kneipp experience.

Experience Showers 
Warm tropical rain with atmospheric lighting to prepare the body for a thermal experience. Complete the journey and cool down with a fresh cool mist.

Tranquility
A quiet space to escape and relax on heated Evo loungers with built-in reading light and controls to adjust the position of your back, legs and feet, ensuring maximum comfort.

Sunlight Therapy
Relax on heated, sculpted loungers in the Sunlight Therapy Room which provides safe ‘sunlight simulators’ that replicate natural sunlight, with the harmful UV rays filtered out. A 20-minute session is recommended as part of the spa experience and benefits include helping to reduce Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD), sounder sleep, an increase in energy and vitamin D production, the soothing of aches and pains.

Oxygen Pod
The Oxygen Pod uses oxygen concentrations levels up to 27% (dry air usually contains 21% oxygen levels) to help prevent signs of ageing and strengthen the immune system. Alongside the increased oxygen levels, negatively charged ions purify the air, to stimulate the metabolism while dry salt inhalation helps respiratory system, promotes healthier skin and sounder sleep.

View Spa Days
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                        The Roof Top Spa Garden is a social space to enjoy the range of hydrotherapy and thermal experiences.

Sun Deck 
The south facing sun deck is the perfect space to relax with a glass of champagne or juice.

Spa Bath 
Step into the spa bath and allow massage jets to alleviate aches and pains as you relax and take in views of the roof top spa garden. Underwater lighting after dark enhances the evening starlight spa experience.

Garden Sauna Cabin 
The heat and aroma infusion will relax your muscles and improve blood flow and circulation whilst you take in the view across the Roof Top Spa Garden.

Cabana
Experience the Cabana – an outdoor social space on the Roof Top Spa Garden. Available for spa guests to hire for groups of up to 10 people with soft sofa seating, a fire bowl and louvered roof to allow sunlight in or keep rain out. 

View Spa Days
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